
RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD- Thiruvananthapuram.

Notification No.: CEN/02/2010
Post- ENQUIRY-CUM-RESERVATION CLERK (ECRC) & GOODS GUARD (2nd STAGE EXAM)

Notification No. CEN/02/2010/ECRC/GG Dated 02.03.2012.

Results of Second Stage Written Examination for the Posts of ECRC and Goods Guard (Ref: CEN 
No.02/2010 of 13.02.2010 Category Nos. 3 & 4)

Based on the 2nd stage written examination held on 08.01.2012 for the candidates short-listed after 
the 1st stage written examination for recruitment to the posts of Enquiry-cum-Reservation Clerks 
(ECRC) and Goods Guard (Category Nos. 03 & 04 of CEN 02/2010) in scale Rs. 5200-20200 + GP 2800, 
candidates with the following Roll Numbers have provisionally been short- listed for being called for 
the Candidature and Document verification subject to the correctness of information furnished in their 
application form. All roll numbers start with 2910203 and only the last seven digits of the roll numbers 
are listed below in ascending order starting from left to right.

Enquiry cum Reservation Clerk (ECRC) Category No. 03

1062298 1062420 1063471 1066209 1066999 1067032 1067094 3055432 (Eight candidates only)

30% excess over the actual vacancies

1062213 1063174 1064151 (Three candidates only)

Goods Guard- Category No. 04

1060759 1061260 1061350 1062161 1062696 1062924 1063577 1064284 1064932 1066554 1067437 
1067692 1067890 2133864 2134041 2134543 2134709 2135032 2135063 2135305 2135451 2135533 
3054948 3055002 3055045 3055095 3055301 3055386 3055495 3055582 3055653 3055669 4045599 
4046091 4046839 4047165 5009981 5010056 6007101 (Thirty nine candidates only)

30% excess over the actual vacancies

1064659 1066780 1066791 1067960 1068084 2134441 2134488 2134587 3055355 3055534 3055635 
4046163 5010075 6007108 (Fourteen Candidates only)

Candidature and Document verification for the above candidates are tentatively programmed on 28th 
and 29th of March 2012. Call letters showing exact date, time and venue for the verification will be 
sent to all short-listed candidates individually.

Candidates, who are being called for the verification in excess up to 30% over and above the actual 
vacancies notified, may note that the purpose of calling excess candidates is primarily to avoid 
shortfall in the panel. Candidates may please note that merely calling a candidate for the verification 
does not in any way entitle him/her to an appointment in Railways.

On the day of Candidature and Document verification, candidates should bring all their original 
certificates in proof of age, date of birth, caste (in the prescribed format), educational/technical 
qualification, marks sheet etc. Mark sheets alone will not be considered as proof of educational 
qualification. The candidates should also bring photo copies of all certificates attested by a gazetted 
officer, with name, designation and office seal clearly visible, for submission to this office.



While every care has been taken in preparing the above results, the Railway Recruitment Board, 
Thiruvananthapuram reserves the right to rectify the errors and omissions, if any. The results can also 
be viewed on our website mentioned at the top.


